Lopes
by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com

This dual-function knitted garment
is a flaring wrap cardigan with short
sleeves that can be turned inside
out and closed off to become
pockets, when you refasten it
around your waist and wear it as a
wraparound skirt!
A drapey, loose gauge fabric and a
drop-stitch pattern make Lopes
very airy - a lightweight cardigan for
spring and summer nights, or a
sheer skirt which could be worn as
a beach coverup, layered over
another light-weight skirt or
petticoat, or over opaque leggings
or thick tights in cooler weather.
It’s written for any gauge, sized to
your measurements; choose a thin
yarn for an extra lightweight item, or a
thicker yarn in drapey fibers for a slightly heavier piece.
Lopes is copyright Lee Meredith 2015 - for personal
use only, no reprinting/redistributing - thanks! Visit
the leethalknits.com faq page or the leethal ravelry
group if you have questions or need help.

You need
‣ enough yarn in any weight - vague (very
approximate!) estimates given in the above grid
are the total yardage for short or longer lengths,
when worked at a loose gauge
-- the samples are both in Hazel Knits Lively DK in
Sedge, made for a large-ish body size; the short
sample used a bit less than 3 skeins (approx 730
yards / 670 meters); the longer sample used 3 full
skeins, plus partial skeins of three contrasting
colors (Hazel Knits Lively DK in Low Tide on the
sleeves, Anzula Cricket in Elephant and Key Lime
on the body), totaling 1100 yards / 1000 meters used
‣ needles sized to match your yarn (see gauge notes)
-- either a long circular, used to knit the body flat and
work magic loop method for the sleeves
-- or any kind of needles (straight or circular) for the
body worked flat, plus a set of double pointed
needles the same size for the sleeves in the round
‣ 3 stitch markers, all different colors/types
‣ some scrap yarn (cotton works well)
‣ a crochet hook for provisional cast-on
‣ a tape measure
‣ a calculator (or calculator phone/computer app)
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yardage estimates for short lengths
weight
fingering yards
fingering meters
sport yards
sport meters
dk yards
dk meters
worsted yards
worsted meters

XS
700
640
650
600
600
550
550
500

S
875
800
800
730
725
660
650
600

M
1050
960
950
870
850
775
750
685

L
1225
1120
1100
1000
975
900
850
775

XL
XXL XXXL
1400 1575 1750
1300 1440 1600
1250 1400 1550
1150 1300 1400
1100 1225 1350
1000 1120 1240
950 1050 1150
870
960 1050

yardage estimates for longer lengths
weight
fingering yards
fingering meters
sport yards
sport meters
dk yards
dk meters
worsted yards
worsted meters

XS
1100
1000
1000
910
900
820
800
730

S
1300
1200
1150
1050
1000
910
850
775

M
1500
1400
1300
1200
1100
1000
900
820

L
1700
1550
1450
1325
1200
1100
950
870

XL
XXL XXXL
1900 2100 2300
1750 1900 2100
1600 1750 1900
1450 1600 1750
1300 1400 1500
1200 1300 1375
1000 1050 1100
910
960 1000

Yarn choice
Weight/gauge
Any gauge will work, but fingering to DK (or light
worsted) weight is recommended, knit loosely, using
needles a few sizes larger than you normally would, or
larger than the recommended size on the yarn label.
The short sample is DK weight on size US 8 (5mm)
needles, for a very loose gauge of approx 14 stitches
and 23 rows per 4 inches / 10 cm, after blocking.
The long sample is the same yarn on size US 7
(4.5mm) needles, for a DK gauge of approx 15 stitches
and 24 rows per 4 inches / 10 cm, after blocking.
The loose gauge serves the purpose of making a
fabric with extra drape - if you’re using a yarn with
especially great drape qualities, then you may not
want to knit as loosely. Use your gauge swatch to
test out the drape factor and decide what kind of
gauge/density makes the best fabric. If your gauge is
more normal (not so loose) then you may need
significantly more yarn than the grid estimates for you.

Colors
Solid or semi-solid colorways are recommended;
self-striping colorways with very long repeats or
gradient effects may work nicely.
Using two different colors by switching between
them with stripes, or using different colors for the
panels versus wedges, is not recommended.
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You may want to use one or more contrasting yarns
for some pops of contrasting color(s), or color
blocking, which can help out if you may not have
enough yardage in your main color. Some options
you could consider for contrasting color(s):
‣ contrasting edge(s) - use contrasting on the halfwedge(s), or just on the garter stitch edge(s)
‣ chunk of contrasting at one end for an asymmetrical
color block - use contrasting for the last panel, or
the last two panels plus the wedge between
‣ contrasting sleeves/pockets - use a different yarn
for the entire sleeves/pockets section
(The long sample used: grey contrasting for both
garter stitch edges and half wedges; light green for
the last panel and the last row/bind-off/i-cord; bluegreen variegated for the sleeves/pockets.)

Techniques
Cables
This pattern uses 4-stitch (2 over 2) and 6-stitch (3
over 3) cables, in braided designs, along the bottom
edge and down the sleeves. The abbreviations are
given for using a cable needle, but cabling without a
cable needle will make the knitting go faster - see the
tutorials on leethalknits.com for this technique.

Short rows

Crochet provisional cast-on
Crochet a chain around your needle, using scrap
yarn (cotton works well), starting with a slip knot
tightened onto crochet hook.
‣ Holding needle with point facing ahead, crochet
hook to one side, hold yarn underneath needle to
other side (A).
‣ Grab yarn from over knitting needle with crochet
hook (B); bring loop through slip knot (C), making
one "stitch" around needle.
‣ Move yarn from front of needle to behind it (D);
repeat crochet move, pulling loop over front of
needle through loop on hook.
‣ Repeat until correct number of stitches are on
needle (E).
‣ Make chain of several stitches (F), cut yarn, pull
through - this chain will tell you where to unravel
to work with stitches later.
To use the live stitches later, unravel the chain from
the stitches one stitch at a time, slipping live stitches
onto knitting needle. Note: there will be 1 fewer stitch
than the number of stitches you cast on.

Short rows are worked in the wedges and the
sleeves/pockets. Most methods of wrapping (or not
wrapping, using other techniques) for short rows
should work fine, so use your favorite if you have one.
The method used in the samples is shadow wraps a photo tutorial is included at the end of the pattern.

Decrease bind-off

Drop-stitch pattern

Purlwise: *Purl 2 together, pass just-purled stitch back
onto left-hand needle without twisting it, repeat from *.

The pleat-ish pattern in the
wedges involves dropped
stitches - you’ll work yarn overs
all the way across one row, and
then drop all those yarn over
loops off as you knit the next
row(s), which will make the
stitches elongated. Be sure you drop all the yarn
overs so that you don’t accidentally add new stitches.

I-cord
Using double pointed needles (or a circular), after
knitting a row, * slide the live stitches across the
needle (or the cord) to the other point, pull yarn
across back and k3; repeat from * for the whole cord.
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This is an easy, slightly stretchy bind-off, which
works nicely for the bind-offs in this pattern.
Knitwise: *Knit 2 together through the back loops,
pass just-knit stitch back onto left-hand needle
without twisting it, repeat from *.

Sizing/fit
The sizes given on page 2 are only for yardage
estimating; all sizing is based on a few measurements.
Follow the instructions for finding your body
measurements and pattern numbers, to get a good fit,
and the type of piece you want. You can make
adjustments to adapt the pattern for the fit you’d like.
The numbers you use for “your measurements” may
not be your actual exact measurements - for example,
if you don’t want the skirt to overlap much, you’ll
subtract several inches from your waist measurement
to get negative ease around the skirt for a good fit.
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